
FREE LEVITATION MAGIC THE SPINNING CARD ESSAY

Free Levitation Magic the Spinning Card Essay Sample. Free levitation magic tricks are the ones I get asked day in, day
out to add more of. So without further.

Place the other end of the thread to the back of your thumb nail or wrist. Fearson's floating cigarette[ edit ]
Main article: Fearson's floating cigarette A trick in which a cigarette floats around the performer, moving from
hand to hand before suddenly dropping down near the floor. You can pick some up from your local magic
dealer or as part of my FreeMagicTricks4u Kit. With practice the card will spin around your body and you can
catch it with your other hand. Take back the deck and as you do secretly stick the end of the thread directly
onto the middle of the top card pic 1. Slightly off set the top card which has the thread attached to. Perform the
move over and over and you will get there. The last move I do at the end of the free levitation magic trick is by
far the hardest part. You can pick some up from our new magic store HERE. The most popular aspect of
movie magic is called "visual effects. Take back the deck and as you do secretly stick the end of the thread
directly onto the middle of the top card pic 1. I will break every bit down for you in easy bite sized chunks
With practice the card will spin around your body and you can catch it with your other hand. You can pass the
card from one hand to the other just by swapping the thread to the other 'V' on your opposite hand. Another
type of movie magic, is a director's ability to bring written words to life. First attach some magicians wax or
clear tape to both ends of the invisible thread. That is to make the card fly degrees around your body and catch
it. Letting it spin through my hands making a circle also helps. You are now set to perform a mini miracle.
Movies which are based on popular books seem to be the most best-selling tickets at the box office, because
many people want to This gives the great illusion when my hands fall to my sides that the card really is
unsupported. One of the most popular types of magic in this day and age is movie magic. The top left corner
of the card should be touching your pointer finger held flexing and the bottom left corner of the card should be
held by your thumb pic 2 When you are ready to flick the card simple flex the card by putting pressure on it
with your pointer finger and letting the card go. Perform the move over and over and you will get there. You
want a length of thread that reaches roughly from your earlobe to your groin area. Kellar's long and brilliant
career. As soon as the card is flicked off the deck or spun depending on which move you have decided to do
immediately catch the thread in the 'V' of one of your hands between your pointer finger and thumb. This is an
advanced move so do not be put off if you do not get it straight away. Somewhere you can easily access when
you need to. The thread needs to be fully stretched because you do not want to let the card bounce, it needs to
travel in a more or less straight line, otherwise it can look like it is hanging on something. This gives you
much better control of the spinning card pic 3. Catch and stop it. This gives the great illusion when my hands
fall to my sides that the card really is unsupported. Then remove my hands completely.


